BUILDING A PLACE WHERE HAPPINESS BEGINS

SUPPORT FOR THE NEW ADOPTION AND EDUCATION CENTER
AND THE PUBLIC PET CLINIC

Naming Opportunities

Be a part of the next chapter in AWA’s legacy by helping to support the new building through one of these amazing naming opportunities.

Certain locations lend themselves to the inclusion of a contributor’s actual name - The Mary Smith Canine Wing, for example. Other areas such as the main lobby or staff offices are more appropriate for the prominent placement of an attractive recognition plaque that acknowledges the contributor’s generosity without “naming” the selected area. For example:

The construction and furnishing of this conference room
were made possible by the generosity of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Jones
January 2019

The Executive Director will work with contributors to tastefully accommodate their wishes and discuss special recognition levels available

Naming Opportunity Donors will be recognized in AWA’s Annual Impact Report
**NAMING OPPORTUNITIES**

**Public Pet Clinic** $500,000
As with the Adoption Center, a gift at this significant level will memorialize *in perpetuity* the name of this very generous donor…or a loved one or friend of their choosing. Prominent visibility in AWA’s’ high-traffic clinic entranceway, in the main lobby and in other ways within the Clinic itself is appropriate and will be discussed.

**Administrative Suite** $25,000
This area is AWA’s management suite where senior staff and key volunteers can work collaboratively.

**Elevator** $15,000
Going Up? Or down? Either way, AWA will be handicapped accessible, making it easy to access both floors of our buildings.

**Administrative Reception Area** $10,000

**Adoption Staff Office** $7,500
Every busy team needs a quiet place to regroup, talk privately with team members and the community, and handle the never ending paperwork.

**Special Events Manager’s Office – Administrative Area** $3,000

**Volunteer Coordinator’s Office – Administrative Area** $3,000

**Accounting Clerk’s Office – Administrative Area** $3,000

**Animal Food Prep/Kitchen Area (Available for multiple donor names)** $2,500 each
This large food preparation area will provide staff and volunteers with the facilities, equipment and appliances needed to efficiently prepare hundreds of meals each day. A dedicated laundry room is adjacent to, but separate from the clean storage space.

**Laundry Area and Storage – Animal Care Area (Available for multiple donor names)** $2,500 each
An expanded laundry room with a separate clean storage space will allow AWA staff and Volunteers to efficiently wash, dry, and store hundreds of pounds of dirty bedding each day.
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